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MESSAGE FROM THE HEAD
Cake and Tea with Mrs B

This week it was my pleasure

Continuing our celebration of Black History Month, this week

to meet with Zi-Feng, Huan Li,

our assemblies were led by Mrs Mehra. She spoke to the

Kiyana and Tito. We had a

children about Nelson Mandela and his impact on the world.

lovely chat about how they

Mrs Mehra had the honour of meeting this inspirational world

were settling in Y6 and their

leader and we thank her for sharing this experience with us.

views on the new 11+. The
children also had some great
ideas for additions to the
Summer

Polite notice:
Broadhurst Avenue is a very busy road,
especially at drop-off time. Please could I ask
parents to be extra attentive when pulling out

Term

Leavers’

Program, which I will give
some serious consideration
to! Please keep the fabulous
ideas coming! Special thankyou to Mrs Timberlake for the

of parking spaces and when driving down the

Jam Tarts

road; a member of staff had her car damaged

delicious!

– they

were

this week by a parent who immediately drove

off, which was particularly upsetting.

QOTW
CERTIFICATES AWARDED
THIS WEEK
MAIYA NAGIAH Y1

‘Education is the most powerful
weapon you can use to change the
world’

NIDAL DURMAZ Y3
SHAY BID Y3
UNA MCDONALD Y4
ALBERT PERRY Y4
MADISON PAOLI Y5
AYLA BROWN Y6
NEEYA PATEL Y6

Nelson Mandela

Dates for the diary
Flu Vaccines Wednesday 21st
Half-term from Monday 26th

Interview of the Week
Hello! We are Emma Shah and Neeya Patel and this week, we have interviewed the
wonderful Mrs King (Head of Sports) We are pleased to let you know we have some
intriguing answers that we would like to share with you…
1. What are we going to do now that sporting events are cancelled?
We will continue to stay fit and still work on stamina and strength exercises during this
time. Sporting events, either friendly or competitive, are a great way of inspiring us,
we must also realise that being fit and healthy should be a daily part of our lives.
2. What activities do you enjoy other than sport?
I love reading, particularly crime, this could be either fiction or factual. If I had my time
again I would become a detective or a forensic expert. Before lockdown and during the
school holidays I would visit The Old Bailey, which is a famous court in London and I
would watch and listen to court cases. It was so interesting.
3. What is your favourite book?
I don’t have a favourite book, but I do have favourite authors. Patricia Cornwell and
Martina Cole. They are both authors of crime fiction.
4. What was your favourite subject at school other than P.E.?
That’s easy it was dressmaking. I love sewing. When I was in my 20’s I used to make
my own clothes and for friends as well. I also learnt upholstery and to make curtains.
Unfortunately, I do not have time for this anymore. Such a shame!
5. How has the last few weeks been back at school?
It has been great to be back and to see everybody in person. I enjoyed the online
teaching, but nothing beats seeing you all together in the playground and getting to
know you all again.

Thank you for reading, Neeya and Emma. (Head Girls)

